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Reduction of sound transmission into a circular cylindrical shell
using distributed vibration absorbers and Helmholtz
resonators

Simon J. Estèvea) and Marty E. Johnson
Vibration and Acoustics Laboratories, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

~Received 4 March 2002; revised 29 July 2002; accepted 22 August 2002!

A modal expansion method is used to model a cylindrical enclosure excited by an external plane
wave. A set of distributed vibration absorbers~DVAs! and Helmholtz resonators~HRs! are applied
to the structure to control the interior acoustic levels. Using an impedance matching method, the
structure, the acoustic cavity, and the noise reduction devices are fully coupled to yield an analytical
formulation of the structural kinetic energy and acoustic potential energy of a treated cylindrical
cavity. Lightweight DVAs and small HRs tuned to the natural frequencies of the targeted structural
and acoustic modes, respectively, result in significant acoustic and structural attenuation when the
devices are optimally damped. Simulations show that significant interior noise reduction can only be
achieved by adding damping to both structural and acoustic modes, which are resonant in the
frequency bandwidth of interest. In order to be independent of the azimuth angle of the excitation
and to avoid unwanted modal interactions, the devices are distributed evenly around the cylinder in
rings. This treatment can only achieve good performance if the structure and the acoustic cavity are
lightly damped. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1514933#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Tm, 43.40.At, 43.40.Sk@ANN#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large cylindrical structures are common in the ae
space industry. The reduction of noise transmitted into s
enclosures is particularly challenging due to the high exc
tion levels, the complex nature of the disturbance, and
severe mass and volume constraints imposed on the de
of the treatments. The development of lightweight structu
made of composite materials, has lowered the acoustic tr
mission loss of such structures and therefore further
creased the acoustic transmission problem.

The transmission of sound into an enclosed acou
cavity can be simplified into four stages:~i! coupling be-
tween the external noise and the structure,~ii ! structural vi-
bration, ~iii ! coupling between the structural vibration an
the interior fluid, and~iv! the sound in the interior. Contro
treatments can operate at some or all of these stages in
to achieve attenuation of the interior noise levels.

Control devices can be attached to the structure in o
to directly reduce the vibration level@stage~ii !# and in order
to reduce the structural acoustic coupling@stages~i! and
~iii !#. For example, Huang and Fuller1,2 used dynamic ab-
sorbers to reduce the interior sound level in an aircraft fu
lage, at a single excitation frequency, by reducing the str
tural velocity. Guigouet al.3 extended this work by detunin
the absorbers in order to reduce the coupling between
structure and the interior sound field. For broadband appl
tions it becomes difficult to reduce the structural acous
coupling using lightweight treatment as decoupling at o
frequency tends to increase coupling at another. Gardo
et al.4 had some success achieving this using block

a!Electronic mail: sesteve@vt.edu
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masses placed on the structure but had to assume s
knowledge of the angle of the incident noise field. Jolly a
Sun5 used vibration absorbers to reduce the radiation
broadband noise from a vibrating panel and Nagaya and6

examined the optimization of an absorbers treatment app
to a radiating plate using neural network but neither cons
ered radiation into a cavity.

The other approach to control the sound transmissio
to directly treat the sound in the enclosure@stage~iv!#. Ab-
sorptive materials, such as acoustic blankets, perform we
the high-frequency range, but are unsuitable for lo
frequency control due to the volume and mass constra
imposed in aerospace applications. However, acoustic
tenuation can be obtained in the low-frequency range by
use of Helmholtz resonators~HR!. Fahy and Schofield7 in-
vestigated the interaction between a single optimally dam
HR and an acoustic mode in an enclosure and Cummin8

extended the analysis to a resonator array and its effec
the sound field in a cavity. Also, Doria9 tried to broaden the
functional frequency range of a HR by using a resonator w
multiple natural frequencies. In all these studies, the acou
disturbance is generated by an arbitrary source distribu
inside the cavity and is not excited by a structure.

The contribution of this work lies in the simultaneou
application of both structural and acoustic control devices
a fully coupled structural-acoustic system@stages~ii ! and
~iv!#. Multiple optimally damped distributed vibration ab
sorbers~DVAs! and HRs are applied to control the soun
transmission in a cylindrical enclosure over a broad f
quency range containing many structural and acoustic re
nances. A conventional modal expansion method4 is used to
describe the behavior of the cylindrical shell, excited by
external acoustic plane wave, and its acoustic cavity. T
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 Redistri
optimization of the DVA treatment based on the studies
Johnsonet al.10,11 is extended by analogy to the HR trea
ment. All the elements are then fully coupled using an i
pedance matching method to compute the interior acou
attenuation provided by the noise reduction devices.

II. THEORY

In this section the analytical formulation of the proble
is introduced. The system being modeled is shown in Fig
It is constituted of a simply supported cylinder embedded
an infinite rigid baffle excited by an acoustic plane wave.
control the vibration of the cylinder, DVAs can be attach
anywhere on its surface except the top and bottom di
which are not excited by the exterior acoustic field due to
presence of the baffle. HRs can be placed anywhere in
the cylinder, but in order to maintain a simple model for t
acoustic cavity they are assumed to lie outside and to co
to the enclosed fluid at the circumference of the structu
The behavior of the structure and the acoustic cavity is
scribed using a modal approach. The system is put in a
trix form, and using an impedance matching method is th
fully coupled with the noise reduction devices. Once the n
essary components of the model are defined, the expres
for the vibration and interior acoustic response of the sys
is derived.

A. Cylinder structural model

The dynamic behavior of thin cylindrical shells has ge
erated a multitude of theory based on different assumpt
and approximations. The comparison of these different th
ries has also been subject to valuable studies, such as
work done by Leissa.12 For the purpose of this work, th
cylinder is assumed to be thin, isotropic, and made out o
homogeneous material whose mechanical properties are
justed in order to match the behavior of an experimen
composite prototype. Therefore within the framework of th

FIG. 1. Test cylinder mounted in an infinite baffle and excited by an exte
acoustic plane wave treated with HRs and DVAs.
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study, the standard Donnell–Mushtari theory, even thou
inaccurate for the low circumferential wave number, give
sufficient first approximation of the resonant frequenci
The shape of the (ns ,ms) structural mode shapesCnsms

s ~the

‘‘s’’ superscript or subscript signifies that the variable refe
to the structure! is given by

Cnsms

s ~z,u!5
1

ALnsms

sinS pnsz

L D H cos~msu!

sin~msu! J , ~1!

where the mode orders are 1<ns<nmax, 0<ms<mmax, L is
the length of the cylinder,Lnsms

is the normalization factor

of the (ns ,ms) mode, such that**S(Cnsms

s )2 dS5S, andS

denotes the surface of the cylinder. Because of their sym
try, cylinders have circumferential modes whose orientat
depends on the excitation location. Therefore, the cylinde
considered to have two orthogonal circumferential modes
the same orderms : one sine and one cosine. These tw
modes are independent and although they have the s
resonant frequency, the incident acoustic field excites th
differently. This is equivalent to a single mode with an o
entation angle that changes depending on the excitation.
out-of-plane velocityw can be described as a modal summ
tion by

w~u,z,v!5(
Ns

vnsms
~v!Cnsms

s ~u,z!, ~2!

wherevnsms
is the complex mode amplitude, andNs is the

total number of structural modes considered. Once the st
tural natural frequencyvnsms

is obtained, the modal mobility

of the cylinderAnsms

s is derived using the second-order sy

tem equation:

Ansms

s ~v!5
iv

M ~vnsms

2 2v212jnsms
ivnsms

v!
, ~3!

whereM is the mass of the cylinder,jnsms
the modal damp-

ing ratio, andAnsms

s denotes a modal velocity over a mod

force. In the simulations, the modal damping ratios are
justed to be representative of the observable damping lev
real composite cylinders. In the case of structures vibrat
in dense fluid such as submarines, the effect of fluid load
~or radiation loading! on the structure dynamics must b
taken into account. In the present case, the external radia
loading can be neglected because of the low density of
The complex amplitudevnsms

of each structural mode is ob

tained by multiplying the mobility of the cylinderAnsms

s by

the total modal forceFnsms
applied to the cylinder. Writing

this in a matrix form yields

v5AsF, ~4!

whereAs is anNs3Ns diagonal matrix of modal mobilities
obtained with Eq.~3!, F is anNs31 vector of modal forces,
andv is anNs31 vector of structural modal velocities.

Part of the force exerted on the cylinder is due to t
incident acoustic plane wave. In order to calculate the ex
nal acoustic pressure acting on a cylinder, it is necessar
account for the scattering caused by the cylinder. The ex

al
2841nd M. E. Johnson: Control of sound transmission into cylinder
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nal pressure at the cylinder surfacePext is a function of the
azimuth and elevation anglesu i anda i , respectively, and of
the frequencyv of the wave, as shown in Fig. 1. Since th
cylindrical baffle is assumed to be infinite, the scattering
only a function of angleu. The simple phase dependence
the z direction can then be calculated from the axial wa
number in airkz5k sinai , wherek5v/c, andc is the speed
of sound in the fluid. From Morse and Ingard,13 the pressure
around the cylinder expressed in terms of cylindrical wa
is the sum of the incident field pressurePi and the scattered
field pressurePs :

Pext~u,z,v,u i ,a i !5Pi~u,z,v,u i ,a i !1Ps~u,z,v,u i ,a i !.
~5!

The amplitude of each scattered cylindrical wave is deriv
using a hard wall boundary condition. The pressure distri
tion Pext on the surface of the cylinder due to an incide
plane wave of amplitudeP0 is thus expressed as a summ
tion of cylindrical waves of circumferential amplitudePm ,13

Pext~u,z,v,u i ,a i !

5P0ei ~kzz2vt ! (
m50

`

Pm~v,a i !cos„m~u2u i !…. ~6!

The exterior modal forceFnsms

ext that excites each mode is thu

obtained by integrating the external pressure over the st
tural mode shape:

Fnsms

ext ~v,a i ,u i !5E E
S

Cnsms

s Pext~u,z,v,a i ,u i !dS, ~7!

where the structural mode shapesCnsms

s are given in Eq.~1!.

Note that any kind of force can be decomposed on the st
tural modal base using this method.

B. Structure–acoustic cavity coupling

In this section, the elements of the acoustic cavity mo
are derived using a similar approach as for the previou
derived structural model, after which the coupling mech
nisms between the two models are presented.

1. Cylinder acoustic model

Using Bessel functions13 Jm , the acoustic mode shape
Ca for a circular cylindrical enclosure of radiusR are given
by

Cnmp
a ~r ,u,z!5

1

ALnmp

Jm~kmpr !H cos~mu!

sin~mu! J cosS pnz

L D , ~8!

where Lnmp is the normalization factor such tha
***V(Cnmp

a )2 dV5V, V is the volume of the cavity, and th
superscript ‘‘a’’ signifies that the variable refers to the acou
tic cavity. The circumferential wave numberskmp are derived
from the hard wall boundary condition (]/]r )Jm(kmpr )ur 5R

50. The resonant frequency of the~n,m,p! mode is thus
given by vnmp5Akn

21kmp
2 , where kn5np/L is the axial

modal wave number. As with the structural modes, the
2842 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 6, December 2002 S. J. E
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cumferential orientation of an acoustic mode results from
combination of two independent orthogonal modes, one s
and one cosine, of the same orderm. At any point (r ,u,z)
inside the cylinder, the acoustic pressurep(r ,u,z,v) is ap-
proximated by the modal summation:

p~r ,u,z,v!5(
Na

pnmp~v!Cnmp
a ~r ,u,z!, ~9!

wherepnmp is the complex mode amplitude, and Na the total
number of acoustic modes considered. The acoustic m
impedance of the enclosed fluidAnmp

a defined as a moda
pressure over a modal acoustic source strength is given

Anmp
a ~v!5

rc2iv

V~vnmp
2 2v212i jnmpvnmpv!

, ~10!

wherer is the air density andjnmp the modal damping ratio
This damping is incorporated to account for the absorption
the acoustic treatment that is usually present in real appl
tions but is typically very small at low frequencies. Once
Na31 vector of acoustic modal source strengthsu is defined,
the Na31 vector of acoustic modal pressuresp can be ex-
pressed by

p5Aau, ~11!

whereAa is the Na3Na diagonal matrix of modal acousti
impedances of the cylinder calculated from Eq.~10!. Once
the components of the structural and acoustic model
defined, the two models are coupled together, as descr
below.

2. Structural –acoustic spatial coupling

The coupling coefficientC between a structural and a
acoustic mode is computed by integration of the product
their shapes over the cylinder surface at r5R,

C5E
0

LE
0

2p

Cnsms

s ~u,z!Cnmp
a ~R,u,z!R du dz. ~12!

Due to the orthogonality of the sine and cosine function,
structural cosine circumferential mode couples only with
cosine circumferential acoustic modes and likewise with
sine modes. The coupling coefficients have the dimensio
a surface~m2!. These coefficients can thus form an Na3Ns

coupling matrixC, whose elements are the result of the i
tegral in Eq.~12!,

C~@n,m,p#,@ns ,ms# !

5
2RLJm~Rkmp!

emALnsms
Lnmp

nsu~21!n2~21!nsu
~ns

22n2!
dm,ms

, ~13!

where the Kronecker delta symboldm,ms
is zero if mÞms

and unity ifm5ms and the Neumann symbolem equals 1 if
m50 and equals 2 ifmÞ0. Therefore, to obtain a couplin
coefficient different than zero, the circumferential ordersms

andm of the structural and acoustic mode must be equal
the axial ordersns andn, must define an odd–even or even
odd combination. Due to the (ns

22n2) term in the denomi-
stève and M. E. Johnson: Control of sound transmission into cylinder
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nator of Eq.~13!, modes with greatly different axial mod
orders will be poorly coupled. As shown by Gardonioet al.,4

the properties of the coupling coefficientsC determine the
number of modes required in the simulations. The numbe
acoustic modes can be reduced to those whose resonan
quencies lie inside a band slightly larger than the one
interest, however, the structural modes that are well coup
to the acoustic modes must be included, even though t
resonant frequencies lie well outside the band of interes

The matrixC represents the link between the structu
and acoustic model. By means of its physical dimens
~m2!, it converts the Ns31 structural modal velocity vectorv
into an Na31 modal acoustic source strength vectoru, or,
reciprocally, it converts the Na31 modal acoustic pressur
vectorp into an Ns31 internal modal force vectorFint:

u5Cv, ~14!

Fint52CTp; ~15!

CT denotes the transpose ofC and the minus sign used in Eq
~15! yields a positiveFint in the inward normal direction.

C. Coupling of the noise reduction devices

In this section we present the modeling of the no
reduction devices and their coupling to the structural a
acoustic model.

1. DVA and HR modeling

As shown in Fig. 2, a DVA consists of a distribute
spring typically made of acoustic polyurethane foam
which is placed a distributed mass. Therefore, a DVA can
considered as a vibration absorber acting over a surface
sd . The reaction force of the DVA induced by the velocity
the structure represents the DVA impedanceZd :

Zd~v!5md

ivvd
212zdv2vd

~vd
22v2!22i zdvvd

, ~16!

wherevd is the natural frequency,md the mass, andzd the
damping ratio of the DVA. The termsZd(v) are grouped into
an Nd3Nd diagonal DVA impedance matrixZd , where Nd is
the number of DVAs.

FIG. 2. Coupling between the cylinder and the noise reduction devices:
and DVAs.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 6, December 2002 S. J. Estève a
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A HR consists of a rigid wall cavity of volumeVh and a
neck of cross section areash and lengthl h , as shown in Fig.
2. If all its dimensions are small compared to the acous
wavelength, a HR can be modeled as an acoustic equiva
to a mechanical vibration absorber, where the air in the c
ity acts like a spring, and the air in the neck like a lump
mass. The interior radiation mass effect is included by a c
rection factor14 added tol h , yielding an equivalent neck
length l e . The external radiation loading is accounted for
the summation of the Na acoustic modes at the HR throa
Since this is a near-field effect, the convergence of the
locity amplitude at the throat of the HR with increasing Na

was checked. At resonance, the HR throat velocity conver
quickly as only a 0.16 dB magnitude difference betweena

576 and Na5273 occurs. Thus, 76 is set as a lower bou
for Na. Using a second-order spring-mass system equat
the HR acoustic admittance, expressed as a volume velo
over a pressure, is given by

Yh~v!5
shiv

r l e@~vh
22v2!22i zhvvh#

, ~17!

wherevh5cAsh /Vhl e is the HR resonant frequency, andl e

5 l h10.85Ash /p for a square necked resonator. The adm
tance termsYh(v) are grouped in an Nh3Nh diagonal HR
admittance matrixYh , where Nh is the number of HR.

In order to couple DVAs and HRs to the structural a
acoustic model described in the previous sections, the ve
ity and pressure inputs to the impedance and admittanc
the DVA and HR, respectively, are expressed using a mo
summation at the location of the devices. This location
the surface of the cylinder with respect to a particular mo
shape~node or antinode! defines a level of spatial couplin
between the device and the different modes, as shown in
next section.

2. Structure –DVA and acoustic –HR spatial coupling

The coupling between a DVA and the cylinder is o
tained by integrating each structural mode shape over
DVA rectangular surface of attachmentsd5b3a at its de-
sired location (u0 ,z0) on the cylinder. The contact surfac
between the cylinder and the DVA is assumed to be fl
Normalized bysd , the dimensionless coupling coefficien
wnsms

s , are given by

wnsms

s ~u0 ,z0 ,sd!5
1

sd
E

z02b/2

z01b/2E
u02Du

u01Du

Cnsms

s ~u,z!R du dz,

~18!

whereDu5sin21(a/2R). The structural modes in the mas
layer of the DVA itself are not taken into account; it is a
sumed that the DVA applies a uniformly distributed norm
force on the cylinder. The coefficientswnsms

s form Fs, a fully

populated Nd3Ns matrix that couples Nd DVAs to Ns struc-
tural modes.

In a similar manner, the coupling between a HR and
enclosed fluid is computed by integrating each acou
mode shape over the square area (sh5a3a) of the resonator
throat at its desired location (r 0 ,u0 ,z0) in the cylinder. In the
simulations the resonators are assumed to lie outside the

s

2843nd M. E. Johnson: Control of sound transmission into cylinder
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inder and to couple at the circumference (r 05R). This is
considered to be comparable to placing HRs inside the c
ity, as long as the HR dimensions are small compared to
acoustic wavelength and have a small volume. By mak
this assumption, the mode shapes remain unchanged,
this simplifies the simulation considerably. As with the DVA
coupling, the HR throat is assumed flat oversh ,

wnmp
a ~u0 ,z0 ,sh!5

1

sh
E

z02a/2

z01a/2E
u02Du

u01Du

Cnmp
a ~R,u,z!R du dz.

~19!

The coefficientswnmp
a form a fully populated Nh3Na matrix,

Fa, coupling Nh HRs to Na acoustic modes. Using the dif
ferent elements previously defined, the velocity and acou
response of the fully coupled system is derived in the n
section.

D. Matrix formulation of the coupled system

The coupling between all the components of the sys
is achieved using an impedance matching method. There
the modal forceFDVA exerted on the structure by the DVAs
expressed as a function of the matrixFs, its transposeFsT,
the diagonal matrixZd , and the structural modal vibratio
vectorv:

FDVA5FsTZdFsv. ~20!

Assuming the velocity distribution in the throat of the HR
be uniform over the surfacesh , HRs act as acoustic pisto
sources. Therefore, the total acoustic modal source stre
un
n
ic

th
ra
he

s;

2844 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 6, December 2002 S. J. E
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of the coupled systemu is the sum of two quantities,uh and
us. The modal source strength produced by the HRuh is a
function of the acoustic modal pressurep, and the acoustic
modal source strength due to the structureus given by Eq.
~14! is a function ofv,

u5uh1us5FaTYhFap1Cv. ~21!

Using Eq.~11!, the acoustic modal pressure vectorp due to
the total acoustic source strengthu becomes

p5Aa~FaTYhFap1Cv!. ~22!

The total forceF exciting the cylinder is the sum of th
external acoustic forceFext, the internal acoustic forceFint

given by Eq. ~15!, and the reacting force of DVAsFDVA

given by Eq.~20!. Expanding the vectorF in Eq. ~4! into
these three components, the structural modal velocity ve
v becomes

v5As~Fext2CTp1FsTZdFsv!. ~23!

Equations~22! and ~23! are two coupled matrix equation
defining the behavior of the fully coupled system. Solvi
this system of two equations yieldsv andp as a function of
the external acoustic modal forceFext,

~24!
~25!
ge
the

e

an
al
Assuming the interior acoustic space to be relatively
coupled from the structure, and so neglecting the inter
acoustic forceFint in comparison to the external acoust
force Fext, the expression forv andp can be simplified to

~26!

~27!

Several simulations using different damping ratios for
structure and the acoustic cavity, with different configu
tions of DVA and HR, have shown that the difference in t
obtained noise reduction using Eqs.~26!, ~27! instead of Eqs.
~24!, ~25!, respectively, are negligible.

As is shown in the simplified equations~26! and ~27!,
the vibration of the cylinder is only affected by the DVA
however, the internal acoustic field represented byp is modi-
-
al

e
-

fied by both HRs and DVAs. In order to obtain an avera
sound pressure level independent of the location inside
cylinder, the total time average acoustic potential energyEp

is computed as

Ep~v!5
1

4c2r E E E
V

up~v,r ,u,z!u2 dV. ~28!

If the modal expression for the pressure given by Eq.~9! is
substituted into Eq.~28!, the orthonormal properties of th
modes allow the acoustic potential energy15 to be computed
usingp and its Hermitian transposepH:

Ep~v,a i ,u i !5
V

4rc2 (
Ns

upnmp~v,a i ,u i !u25
V

4rc2 pHp.

~29!

Similarly, the total structural kinetic energy is used as
indicator of the average vibration level of the cylindric
stève and M. E. Johnson: Control of sound transmission into cylinder
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structure. Due to the orthogonality and normalization of
structural modes, the total structural kinetic energyEk can be
expressed by summing the square of the Ns structural modal
velocities, which is equal to the product ofv by its Hermitian
transposevH,

Ek~v,a i ,u i !5
1

2
M (

Ns

@vnsms
~v,a i ,u i !#

25
1

2
MvHv. ~30!

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The previously developed analytical formulation is a
plied to a cylinder whose geometry and physical proper
are summarized in Table I. The incident acoustic wave
cites the structure with an elevation anglea i570° and an
azimuth angleu i50°. The structural and acoustic cavi
damping ratios are set to 1% in order to be representativ
the damping levels encountered below 200 Hz in a typ
composite cylindrical enclosure.

A. Bare cylinder response to incident acoustic field

In this section we present the main sound transmiss
mechanisms in agreement with the detailed study by G
donioet al.4 The coupling between the external field and t
structural modes characterizes the excitation of the cylin
This external acoustic–structural coupling is represented
the external modal forceFnsms

ext , which, after integration of

Eq. ~7!, reduces to

Fnsms

ext ~v,a i !5P0

2Rpe2 ivt

ALnsms

nsp/L

kz
22~nsp/L !2

3@~21!nseikzL21#Pms
~v,a i !. ~31!

The circumferential amplitudePms
denotes the scattering o

the wave by the cylinder, and is plotted in Fig. 3~a! for dif-
ferent ms as a function of frequency. This amplitudePms

,
behaves like a ‘‘high-pass filter’’ whose cut-on frequen
increases with the circumferential mode orderms , except for
the breathing modems50, which has a maximum value at
Hz. The axial component represented by the te
$nsp/L/@kz

22(nsp/L)2#%@(21)nseikzL21# is the Fourier
wave number transform of the axial mode shape sin(nsp/L).
It represents the spatial coupling between the axial w
number in airkz5k sinai and the axial modal wave numbe
kns

5nsp/L in the cylinder. This coupling is therefore cha
acterized by a main lobe near the coincidence frequency
tweenkz andkns

and sidelobes of decaying amplitude. How
ever, forns51, the axial modal wave numberkns

represents

TABLE I. Geometry and physical properties used in the numerical sim
tions.

Density of airr 1.19 kg m23

Speed of sound in airc 343 ms21

Density of structurers 380 kg m23

Young’s ModulusE 3.5e Pa
Length of cylinderL 2.81 m
Radius of cylinderR 1.23 m
Thickness of cylinder 0.01 m
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only half of a wave along the length of the cylinder and
has its main lobe atkz50. This axial component ofFnsms

ext is

plotted in Fig. 3~b! as a function of the normalized axia
wave number in air. Although 36 structural modes with c
cumferential order as high as 13 resonate below 200 Hz,
3 shows that only modes with circumferential orderms<3
and axial orderns<5 are well excited by the incident field
This is confirmed by Fig. 4, which shows that the structu
kinetic energy of the bare cylinder, computed using all t
modes resonating in the band, is dominated by only th
lower-order modes. This filtering effect allows a reduction
the number of structural modes necessary to obtain con
gence of the simulated results.

The internal acoustic response, plotted on top of
structural kinetic energy in Fig. 4 is composed of both aco
tic resonances and structural resonances well excited by
incident acoustic field. The level of coupling between
structural and an acoustic mode is both spatial and freque
related. In Fig. 4, the~1,2! structural mode is well coupled to
the ~0,2,0! acoustic mode due to a maximum of the spat

-

FIG. 3. ~a! Magnitude of the circumferential amplitudePms
of Fnsms

ext due to

an incident plane wave of 1 Pa. (a i570°,u i50°) as a function of the
excitation frequency forms50,1,2,3. ~b! Magnitude of the Fourier wave
number transform of sin(nsp/L) as a function of the normalized axial wav
number in air forns51,2,3,4.

FIG. 4. Overlay of the structural kinetic and total acoustic potential ene
curves due to an incident plane wave (a i570°,u i50°), with structural
mode order~bold italic! and acoustic mode order.
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coupling coefficientC(@0,2,0#,@1,2#) given by Eq.~13!, and
also due to the proximity of the two resonances, 112 Hz
the ~1,2! mode, and 137 Hz for the~0,2,0! mode. Therefore,
the ~0,2,0! acoustic mode is responsible for nearly all of t
response in the 100–150 Hz range. Similarly, in the 160–
Hz range, the coupling between the~2,3! structural and the
~1,3,0! acoustic modes is responsible for the majority of t
interior noise.

B. Noise reduction mechanisms

In this section we present the HRs’ and DVAs’ effects
the system and the strategies developed to optimize the n
attenuation. The mechanism of both HRs and DVAs is ba
on the dynamic vibration absorber system.16 Consider a vi-
bration absorber of massmd and natural frequencyvd at-
tached to a mass-spring system with massm and natural
frequencyvn . Tuning the vibration absorber such thatvd

5vn splits the resonance of the system into two new re
nances of similar amplitude on either side ofvn . The bigger
the mass ratio, the farther apart the two resonances of
coupled system appear. By adding damping to the abso
~i.e., between the system and the absorber mass!, both
‘‘new’’ resonances are well damped and significant bro
band attenuation can be achieved. Depending on the typ
excitation, several formulas for damping ratios16,17 lead to
optimal vibration reduction. For a wide band random exci
tion, the optimal damping ratiozd

opt derived by Korenev and
Reznikov16 is expressed as

zd
opt5An~110.75n!

4~11n!3 , ~32!

wheren5md /m. Once coupled to a continuous structure
massM, the effective mass ration is weighted by the nor-
malized mode shape squared at the absorber loca
(u0 ,z0),

n.@Cnsms

s ~u0 ,z0!#2
md

M
. ~33!

The coupling between a HR of volumeVh and an acous-
tic mode of an enclosure of volumeV obeys the same
mechanisms. By analogy with den Hartog’s optimized d
namic absorber,17 Fahy and Schofield7 derive an optimal HR
damping levelzh

opt as a solution of

m2S 1

2zh
optD 4

1
4m

jnmp
S 1

2zh
optD 3

1mS 1

2zh
optD 2

2150, ~34!

wherejnmp is the damping of the enclosure andm the effec-
tive volume ratio, given by

m.@Cnmp
a ~r 0 ,u0 ,z0!#2

Vh

V
. ~35!

In reality, the damping of the resonator is created by visc
losses of the air moving in the neck. Therefore the damp
can be adjusted by placing small amounts of porous mate
in the HR throat. In a DVA, the damping is produced
structural losses in the acoustic foam as it compresses. U
different types of foam leads to different levels of dampi
for the DVAs. In both cases, the amount of vibration atten
2846 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 6, December 2002 S. J. E
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ation is a weak function of the damping ratio, and thus
small variation about the optimal level only marginally d
grades the performance of the HRs and DVAs.

To illustrate the mechanisms of the noise reduction
vices, Fig. 5 shows the effect of the DVA and HR dampi
ratio on the structural kinetic energy~a! and the acoustic
potential energy~b! response of the cylinder, respectivel
With low damping, the two ‘‘new’’ modes are both fairly
lightly damped and only small broadband noise reduction
achieved. Alternatively, if the damping is too high, the d
vices become uncoupled from the structural/acoustic m
and no longer dissipate energy.

In both cases the devices are split into several ident
units distributed evenly around the circumference and tu
to the resonant frequency of the targeted mode: 112 Hz
the 13 DVAs and 61 Hz for the 5 HRs. Multiple devices a
used for two reasons. First, using a symmetric ring of
sorbers allows the treatment to be independent of the
muth angleu i of the incident field that is assumed to b
unknown. Consequently, only the axial mode shape com
nent is used in the computation of the effective mass or v
ume ratio, which is weighed by 1/em since half the mass o
volume of the devices is effectively acting on circumferent
modes different than zero. Second, the devices act as dis
tinuities that can couple modes together by shifting ene
from one circumferential mode to another. For instance

TABLE II. Amplitude of the ~1,2! and~3,8! mode@normalized by the~1,2!
mode amplitude of the bare cylinder# at 112 Hz for a 3 DVAs and 13 DVAs
ring treatment tuned to 112.5 Hz.

Normalized mode amplitude at
112 Hz ~dB!

Mode order
~frequency!

Bare
cylinder

Ring of
3 DVAs

Ring of 13
DVAs

1,2 ~112.5 Hz! 0 25.5 218.5
3,8 ~112.7 Hz! 2131 28.5 2112

FIG. 5. ~a! Influence of the damping ratio of the DVAs,zd , on the structural
kinetic energy of the cylinder, the optimal damping ratiozd

opt is given by Eq.
~32!. ~b! Influence of the damping ratio of the HRs,zh , on the acoustic
potential energy of the cylinder; the optimal damping ratiozh

opt is given by
Eq. ~34!.
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ring of Nd DVAs targeting a mode of circumferential orde
ms5 i redistributes the energy to allms5u i 6qNdu modes,
where q is an integer. Thus, a DVA treatment is likely t
excite structural modes that are not forced by the incid
acoustic field. The closer the resonant frequency of thems

5u i 6qNdu mode is to the DVAs’ tuning frequency, th
higher the excitation. Therefore, a large number of DVAs
ring ensures a weak modal coupling since only modes w
greatly different circumferential order, which in most cas
implies greatly different resonant frequencies, can inter
As an example, Table II presents the performance on
targeted~1,2! structural mode of two different treatment
both weighing 2% of the total mass of the cylinder. A ring
13 DVAs leads to an attenuation of 18 dB at the resonan
whereas a ring of 3 DVAs only reduces it by 5 dB and
creases the amplitude of the~3,8! mode, which is barely
excited by the external acoustic field.

C. Control of the 50–160 Hz band with DVAs and HRs

In this section we present an example of a treatm
designed to control the interior acoustic level from 50 to 1
Hz. In this frequency band, the enclosure presents only se
acoustic modes listed in Table III. The first three are w
separated and so are targeted individually by three inde
dent rings of HR, whereas targeting two out of the last fo
modes ensures good reduction. Because the highest cir
ferential order below 230 Hz ism53, five HRs per ring is
sufficient to obtain a negligible excitation of higher-ord
modes. A ring of 13 DVAs tuned to 112 Hz is used to targ
the structural~1,2! mode. Each ring of devices is placed o

TABLE IV. Noise reduction device characteristics for the treatment use
Fig. 6.

Ring of 13 DVAs total mass51.6 Kg

Targeted
mode

Tuning
frequency

~Hz!
Mass/M

~%!
n

~%!
sd

~cm2!
zd

opt

~%!
z

~m!

~1,2! 112.5 2 5 200 10 1.49

Rings of 5 Hrs total volume50.8 m3

Targeted
mode

Tuning
frequency

~Hz!
Volume/V

~%!
m

~%!
sh

~cm2!
zh

opt

~%!
z

~m!

~1,0,0! 61 0.5 1 22 6.7 0.02
~0,1,0! 82.4 0.5 2 22 9.6 1.43
~1,1,0! 102.5 1 8.3 223 18.7 0.07
~0,2,0! 136.6 2 14.8 354 24.6 1.5
~1,2,0! 149.6 2 14.7 346 24.6 0.07

TABLE III. Acoustic modes below 160 Hz.

Mode order~n,m,p! Resonant frequency~Hz!

~1,0,0! 61
~0,1,0! 82.4
~1,1,0! 102.5
~2,0,0! 122
~0,2,0! 136.6
~2,1,0! 147
~1,2,0! 149.6
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an axial antinode of the targeted mode shape to maximize
effective volume ratiom or mass ration. The total volume of
the HRs represents 6% of the cavity volumeV, and the total
mass of the DVAs 2% of the cylinder mass. The characte
tics of this treatment are detailed in Table IV. Using sets
76 acoustic modes and 36 structural modes, including
two orthogonal modes of the same circumferential order,
effect of the HRs and DVAs on the acoustic potential ene
is plotted in Fig. 6. Although the optimally damped HR
reduce the acoustic resonances by more than 10 dB, alm
half of the energy transmitted in the 50–160 Hz band is d
to the ~1,2! structural resonance, as shown in Fig. 6. T
DVA treatment is therefore necessary to improve the no
reduction. Once the damping, the frequency, and the loca
of the devices are optimized, the performance of a treatm
can only be improved by increasing both the total mass
DVAs and the total volume of HRs, as shown in Table
Note that for each case, the damping is optimized with
new mass and volume ratios.

As explained previously, the DVA and HR noise redu
tion mechanism is based on adding damping to sharp st
tural and acoustic resonances responsible for the majorit
the interior noise. Therefore, such treatment can be ada
to a different type of excitation by targeting in each differe
case the unfavorable resonances. However, the perform
of these devices is directly related to the amount of damp
initially present in the structure and in the acoustic cav

FIG. 6. Acoustic potential energy inside the cylinder excited by 1 Pa. Pl
wave before and after treatment.

n

TABLE V. Attenuation in the 50–160 Hz band of the acoustic potent
energy using the treatment described in Table IV for a different total mas
DVAs and total volume of HRs with optimal damping ratios computed a
cordingly.

50–160 Hz
attenuation~dB!

Total volume of HRs
~% of cavity volume!

Total mass of DVA
~% of cylinder mass! 3% 6% 9% 12%

1% 6.2 7.2 7.8 8.6
2% 6.7 7.7 8.3 9.1
4% 7.3 8.3 8.8 9.6
2847nd M. E. Johnson: Control of sound transmission into cylinder
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The higher the damping ratios of the system, the less red
tion the treatment can provide. This is illustrated by Ta
VI, which displays the noise attenuation provided by t
treatment described in Table IV over the 50–160 Hz band
different structural and acoustic initial damping ratios of t
cylinder. When the structure and the acoustic cavity
lightly damped, i.e., structural and acoustic damping ra
below 3%, the DVAs and HRs can provide significant no
attenuation.

The performance of a combined HRs/DVAs treatmen
also robust with respect to the elevation angle of the exte
acoustic plane wave. As an example, simulations show
the treatment detailed in Table IV, which is designed for
elevation angle of 70°, achieves attenuation between 6.2
8.2 dB in the 50–160 Hz band for different elevation ang
between 30° and 80°. This is to be expected since the m
mechanism of the control is damping and not modal restr
turing, which is more sensitive to the primary excitation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work evaluated the ability of a combined DVA/H
treatment to reduce the sound transmission in an enclo
cylindrical shell excited by an external plane wave. Using
modal expansion and an impedance matching method,
structure, the interior acoustic field, and the noise reduc
devices were fully coupled, leading to the analytical form
lation of the structural kinetic energy and the acoustic pot
tial energy of a treated cylindrical cavity.

The analysis shows that at low frequencies, the str
tural vibration is only dominated by a few lower-ord
modes because of the coupling between the plane wave
the cylinder. The favorable coupling between these mo
and the cavity generates an acoustic response compos
both acoustic and structural resonances. As a consequen
significant reduction of the interior acoustic levels can o
be achieved by using DVAs and HRs simultaneously.

As an example, an overall reduction of 7.7 dB in t
50–160 Hz band is obtained by using DVAs weighing on
2% of the cylinder mass and HRs representing 6% of
volume. This result was obtained by tuning the devices to

TABLE VI. HR-DVA treatment performance with different initial acousti
and structural damping ratios.

Acoustic and structural
damping ratios~%!

Noise attenuation
from 50–160 Hz~dB!

0.5 9.9
1 7.7
3 4.4
5 3.1

10 1.6
15 1.0
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natural frequency of the targeted modes and by using opti
damping ratios for both DVAs and HRs. The devices we
used in rings to avoid unfavorable modal interactions and
obtain a treatment independent of the azimuth angle of e
tation. Such treatment is also robust to variations in the
evation angle of excitation as it is based on adding damp
to sharp structural and acoustic resonances, and not on
ducing the structural–acoustic coupling. In conclusion, t
work has shown that lightweight DVA and small HR trea
ment can significantly reduce the sound transmission in
enclosure as long as the structure and the cavity are lig
damped, which is usually the case at low frequency in ae
space applications.
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